
Strive for consistency.  

We all want to be able to replicate our effective boule and that it is 

achievable for any player if they understand the components of their throw.  

Consistency in gameplay is knowing exactly what makes up your shot from 

the time you position your feet in the circle to the time you let go of the ball. 

At some point this process becomes second nature, this is where we 

develop bad habits without realising it. We become so used to our action 

that we do not even notice the small changes that have crept into our 

action. So before you achieve consistency you have to practice your sense 

of awareness. 
  

The process of becoming more consistent in petanque comes from being 

aware of all the components of your game, realising when one component 

is changing and understanding the need to rectify that change. Each small 

component links together to make the overall picture  of your action, the 

more aware you are of each component the more consistency you will 

achieve. You are able to identify bad habits and mistakes in your action 

thuis taking control of your game. 

The exact components will vary slightly from person to person but they all 

work on the same principle 

Holding your boule  

 

Gently curl the fingers over the center of the boule. Remember that keeping 

your fingers together is the key ingredient of a good grip. With fingers 

touching side by side you are in the position to generate the greatest 



backspin with the maximum control over the angle of release. If you hold 

your boule with a "claw grip" it is harder to release all fingers at the same 

time, the last finger to leave the boule will impart some form of side spin on 

the boule resulting in less accuracy. 

The last step is to place the thumb loosely alongside the boule DO NOT 

overlap your thumb over your finger. 

 

 

Swing 

The fundamental elements of the swing are arm extension, the backswing, 

forward swing and the release. 

 In theory, your arm functions as a pendulum revolving around the axis of a 

stable shoulder. If you draw a line between your shoulder and your target 

spot, your arm and the boule should travel along that line at all times for a 

straight shot. 
 

The best way to assure a solid swing is to first ground yourself by bending 

your knees. Then keep your arm extended throughout the back swing, the 

pull back, and the forward swing as you trace the line of your shot and 

reach towards the top of your imaginary arc during the release. Remember 

to keep the lower part of your body down and your head stable once you 

pull back. 

 

 

Make sure that you have the necessary space on the side of your shooting 

arm for your hand to travel back and forth in a straight line without hitting 

your hips or having to go around your body. When you are developing your 
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swing, or whenever you feel that your swing is off center, I suggest to 

actually look back as you swing back and forth to make sure that your arm 

is traveling in a straight line. 

 

The Pull Back  

 

The pull back is the pinnacle of your backswing prior to going forward. In 

order to eliminate strain from your shot and allow yourself the most energy 

to concentrate on precision (versus distance and force) you must develop a 

nice pull back that is in line with your shot. Once again bring up the image 

of the line between your shoulder and the target spot. As you take your arm 

back along this line see how far you can go without twisting your wrist or 

arm off center or straining yourself in any way. Remember, the more you 

bend your knees the further you can pull back your swing. 

 

Once again I recommend to look back to see where your hand ends up and 

then to memorize and to feel this location. The difficulty here is that the 

location of a lined up pull back is not directly beside your body (meaning as 

far left as possible if you are right handed) and it is not to the side of your 

body (meaning far out to the right), instead it is in line with that imaginary 

line of your shot which is somewhere between the two extremes I just 

described. Many people have a tendency to pull back off center and then 

have to compensate for this during the forward swing causing them to often 

miss off center. 
 

The Forward-swing  
 

The last key part of the forward-swing is the reach. A nice forward reach of 

an extended arm during the release completes and critically improves any 

shot. As you swing forward after the pull back, concentrate on tracing the 

same line of your shot all the way to the release and then reach forward 

while keeping yourself grounded. As you release, feel the extension of your 

arm deep in your shoulder. 

 

A great tool to develop in your psychological arsenal is to begin to 

visualize the arc of your shot prior to the actual throw. When you visualize 



your arc you gain a sense of where and how fast you should release the 

ball. Then all you have to do is to reach forward and up in line with the 

imaginary line of your arc. I recommend to keep your arm extended forward 

in front of you even after you release the boule (think of Kobe Bryant in 

basketball when his hand remains above him after he shoots a three 

pointer). This is called the follow through. The follow through method will 

teach you what you are doing right and wrong because you will actually see 

exactly what caused your boule to go in a particular direction depending on 

where your hand ended up finishing. 
 

As a side note, don’t fear to shoot and point using higher smoother arcs 

simply because you feel that you will miss off center. If you concentrate on 

proper positioning and grounding, and then align your body and trace your 

swing along the proper line then you will end up with a straight shot. If you 

don’t then one of the elements simply needs adjustment. Of course it will 

take some practice, but soon enough you will enjoy the benefits of the hard 

labor and the mental work behind the process. 
 

 

 


